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A ☁FINANCIAL☂ HAVEN FOR OUTSOURCERS

Hunting out growth opportunities

The UK nancial servicesS/ITS S. BPO market will

outperform the total UK S/ITS & BPO market in every year

through to 2007. We've said before that it's possible to nd

fruitful niches in the UK S/ITS market and our latest research

serves to identify the UK banking and insurance sectors as

attractive targets.

The market for software and services in the UK nancial

services sector is set to grow by an annual average rate of 5%

between 2002 and 2007. This compares to an annual average

growth rate of 3.7% for the UK S/ITS & BPO market as a

whole over the same period.

Increasing acceptance of outsourcing

If you're in the outsourcing game, whether that is IT

outsourcing or BPO,
the outlook for the

UK nancial services

sector is even

brighter. The market

for outsourcing in the

UK nancial services ☜
sectorwill increase at H

ms

at

we

as

outsourcing and BPO, through payment, cheque and mortgage

processing, has demonstrated , and in our opinion will continue

to demonstrate, steady growth.

Reasons to be cheerful

But what's driving our optimism about the UK nancial

services sector☂? In brief:

Cost, risk & innovation

What's top in the mind of a nancial services sector 010?

Everything comes down to one of three words ♥ cost, risk and

innovation. Banks and insurance companies are operating in

an increasingly competitive environment. So while the heart of

the ClO's agenda lies in the need to deliver a reduction in cost

and risk, the strategy must also support a huge demand for

b u s i n e s 3

innovation. The

phrase ☜doing more

with less" has never

been more

appropriate.

Regulation

In a tough

economic climate
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most organisations

will continue to put

off spending money

on large S/lTS

projects, After all,

they☁ve mareged to

 

. 1...: ux save mt☁lllxdudl lmmWithin the four

financial services

subsectors ♥ retail banking, capital markets, life & pensions

insurance and general insurance ♥ the level of acceptance of FF

and business process outsourcing is varied. While the general

insurance Industry has shown little sign of dropping its

conservative approach. the life & pensions Insurance industry

has taken the but by the homs' in its adoption ofclosed book

outsouran (and looks likely to embrace open book outsourcing

☁as a next step). m the capital markets. banks looking to increase

the predictability of their cost bases are turning to network.

datacentre and/or desktop outsourcing - and the scope of

contracts is increasing. While in retail banking. adoption of lT

do without up until

now, so why not for

another few years?

The difference in the nancial servicessector isthe xed deadline

associated with the introduction of Basel ll. which is providing

an incentive to release this ☁pent-up demand'.

Although Basel ll will remain a secondary driver.

organisations have realised there's an inherent link between

managing risk (Basel ll) and managing cost (business driven).

For example, infrastructure rationalisation and better data

management will serve both to drive down costs and provide

suf cient information for managing risk across the business.

Huge lT budgets

Financial services organisations. particularly the major
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[continued on page two]
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[continued from page one]

banks. boast multi-million dollar [1'

budgets. However, only a minority

proportion ofthis money (we reckon

less than a quarter) nds its way into

the hands of external suppliers. As

such. just a small shift from internal

to extemal spend over the next few

years will signi cantly boost the

revenues of UK S/iTS suppliers to

this sector.

The primary driver for this change

is cost As we've said financial

institutions are expecting more from

their IT but are prepared to pay less

for it This has resulted in a stream of

large outsourcing deals over the past

couple of years and is a trend we

expect to continue. The outsourcing

trend is being encouraged by the
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increasing number of S/ITS companies willing (necessarily) to offer their clients
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So what messages should UK S/ITS & BPO suppliers take away?

BPO players: Take-up of business process outsourcing has been piecemeal

and focused in the life & pensions and retail banking sectors. Suppliers should

position themselves to take advantage of the increasing con dence of these

customers in the use of BPO but should be wary of getting too close to their

customer's customer. Unless you are completely con dent that you will be able

to deliver improved customer satisfaction (as well as reduced costs) you have to

be ready to deal with clients who regret giving away so much of the customer

relationship to a third party.

IT outsourcing players: The demand for IT outsourcing has mainly

emanated from the retail banking and capital markets. However, our research

shows that there have been very few ☁full IT outsourcing deals'; instead contracts

have had a focus on desktop outsourcing, network outsourcing, datacentre

outsourcing or application management. Going forward, IT outsourcing players

will need the critical mass and the global capability to compete for increasingly

large and complex deals.

Project services players: There is a continuing reluctance to embark on

major stand-alone Si & consulting contracts. To make any impression in this

market suppliers will need the expertise to advise on the impact of the increasingly

complex risk and regulatory environment

Support services players: We see growth in this sector slowing as

desktop outsourcing is increasingly undertaken as pa"t 0' 'al☂ge outsourcing
deals. Support services players will need to ☁hang on the Coat~tails' of an iT

outsourcer or alternatively develop their own strategy.

Software players: Niche software players, for example those that have

developed a set of regulatory complianCe software, will bene t from activities

such as document and e-mail archiving in the nancial services sector. However.

they will continue to compete heavily with in-house development teams.

(Georgina O☂Toole)

Our latest research. 'UK nancial services sector: The market for

software and services' is now available. Contact Damien Molnemy on 020

7551 9315 or email Mum/or details.
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4 doughts 4 ☁04

When you are an analyst. you

seem to spend December doing

nothing but giving your views and

predictions for the coming year to

various journalists. All to be used in

their rst issue of the New Year. So I

thought we wouldjoin them and give

you four thoughts for 2004.

1 ♥ ☜Hope is not a

Strategy"

Yet again we at Ovum Holway

nd ourselves at the lowest end of

all the researchers☂ forecasts for

2004. We reckon on a 2+% rise in

UK S/ITS revenues in 2004; which

is roughly at in real terms Yet again

the media is attacking us for this.

Maybe they really should attack the

other researchers who have got it

consistently wrong for three years

in a row now. l'll only take criticism

from you. our customers. The CEO

of one of world's largest IT services

companies told me this month that

ours were now the ONLY forecasts

they took seriously and, indeed. did

all their UK planning based upon

them.

I would be delighted to report

that we see the signs of a major

upturn. But "Hope is not a Strategy

and we see no evidence of ClOs

wanting to spend more.

2004 will continue the trend of

☜More for Less", We will see little top

line revenue growth but we will see

continued bottom line/profits

growth resulting from cost savings

already implemented.

However, we see that coet

cutting phase now at an end. We

will not see sustained earnings

growth in 2005 and onwards

UNLESS there is some top line

growth too.

And that's why we are

increasingly worried about the

valuations of S/ITS stocks. Our 8/

ITS index rose by 72% in 2003 alone ♥ although it is

STILL down 71% from its (16000) highin March 2000.

Current valuations are based on continued earnings

growth. When investors realise that might not be
sustainable. we will have another correction.

2 ♥♥ Thankyou. Mr Brown

It is a salutary thought that UK public sector S/ITS spend will increase by

over 9% in 2004. Without it. the UK S/lTS sector would have been set to

register its third consecutive year of decline. Indeed. much of the current strength

of the economy. and the very low unemployment rate in the UK. is as a result of
increased public expenditure Currently being paid for by increased borrowings.

It is absolutely FthHT that our customers should take advantage of this
windfall. BUT it would beequally WRONG of them to rely on it continuing

forever. As we all know. the highest expenditure on IT is during its implementation
phase. It reduces during the run phase. There are a skew of projects (not least

the NHS IT programme) that have their highest expenditure in 2004/2005. We
will undoubtedly See a tallan 0☜ in 2006. Not least because we will be in a post»
election period!

Let's all ☜hope☝ that by the☝ the private sector can take up the slack. . . ..
a ♥ Brave New World..or was it 1934?

Twenty Years 390 the CIOCk ticked over to 1984. The one overriding event
I remember from 1984 was the launch of the Apple Mac on 24☁" Jan. 84 and

THAT Orwellian advert almd OttCe during theSuperBowl but re-shown for free
thousands of times afterwards.

AS I'd already QOt an Apple Lisa in 1983. I really had been "empowered" as
the ad said and t W35 evange'tZtng about mice, icons. pull down menus. GUls

and the like. Look to the top left of

your screen now and you seeFile, Edit

etc. ..exactly the same as appeared

on that little Apple Mac screen for the

rst time 20 years ago. It wasn't until

Microsoft launched Windows in the

1 990s that the rest of the worid started

to catch up. Now it☁s all taken for
granted. What☂s the fuss?

I really do have the same exciting
feelings today about my GPRS card/

. Blackberry and the wonderful world
of wireless. I have real excitement about the future again. OK, it may still be
rather slow a'ust like that original Mac!) but it is already seamless. easy to use
and pretty universal.

Seemless Wireless is the FUTURE. The 1984 Mac advert was all about
freeing users from the shackles of Big Brother. Wireless is all about freeing you
from the shackles of the wired desktop. l☂ve been "empowered" again. It really
is that exciting!

In 20 years time (DTObablY leSS. .) you will take seamless. high♥speed wireless
for granted too.

What☂s the fuss?

Just that there are fortunes to be made again in helping to empower people.  
[continued on page tour]
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4 ♥♥ A new world order

For all kinds of reasons, I believe

we are on the cusp of a new order;

- Convergence is happening.

Telcos HAVE to play in the IT

services space to protect their

current core market. All the major

IT services players already have

telco activities. EDS alone has over

$8b of telco oriented revenues in

the US. You only have to read about

the winners of the NP T contracts

to realise this with BT winning two

of the lT services contracts already.

And winning against IBM for the

network-centric data spine

But convergence is occurring

between consumer electronics and

corporate hardware vendors,

between ITO and BPO players,

between software as a package

and software as a service.

- In part because of

convergence, Consolidation is

happening too. We have already

seen huge consolidation with IBM

and PwC Consulting, HP and

Compaq, JD Edwards and

Peoplesoft, Atos-Origin and

Sema. You will read about .

many more in 2004. Initially i

there will be much

consolidation just outside the

top players. Then those

consolidated companies

themselves will fall prey to the

really big boys. We can☁tthink

of a single player in the Top

Twenty who we would be

surprised to read about as

either predator or prey.

- Rising, falling, My

colleague, Anthony Miller, is

now famous for his ☜Top of the

Pops" routine at the annual

Ovum Holway Evening. Even
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before the consolidation, I expect next year Anthony is going to be announcing

more changes to his Top Ten than at any time in history This has all come about

by success, failure and changes of supplier in mega outsourcing contracts (see

article on p8 for more).

Conclusion

2004 is going to be quite a year. Huge change. Huge opportunity. Even

huge excitement at long last. But huge risk if you just think life will go on as

before and you change nothing. One thing is certain. Dull it won☂tbe.

SAGE IS STILL BORING
W m

Sage has announced its reSUIts for the full year to 30"☜ Sept. 03 showing

revenues up 4% at £560.3m, operating pro t up 13% at £155.9m, PBT up

17% at £151m with EPS up 17% at 8.16p.

These are, however, somewhat different to the gures you will read on page

one of the Sage press release, which were restated using current year exchange

rates and excluding the one-off 26m sponsorship of ☜The Sage Gateshead".

On that basis PBT grew 12% and EPS grew 11%. (Note ♥ we were pretty

critical of Sage excluding this sponsorship from their headline gures last year

♥ for goodness sake, it should have been treated like every other marketing

expense. We hope they won't repeat this ☁confusion' in the future).

As 47% of Sage☂s revenues originate in the US, the 9% decline in the $ had

a signi cant effect ♥ only partially offset by the 8% appreciation in the Euro.

Whichever way you look at it, Sage has delivered strong growth at the

bottom line and therefore retains its ☜coveted☝ Ovum Hoiway Boring Award for

yet another year. However, at the top line, Sage☂s revenue growth is looking

decidedly ☜boring☝ in the other sense of the word!

Geographically:

the UK grew 3% to £161 .1 m (29% of the total) with operating pro ts up

a commendable 12% at £64.6m; boosting the pro t margin to 40%

☜challenging☝ economic conditions in mainland Europe. Here acquisitions

were the only reason behind a 4% increase in revenues to £134.7m whilst

operating profits fell 5.1% to

£29.6m

US revenues grew 4% to

£264.5m; which now represent

47% of the total. Operating pro ts

were up avery attractive 17% at

£61.7m. This was due to the CRM

business, which grew by 13%

against a 2% increase in revenues
from the accounting business

No SYSTEMHOUSE reader

Wi" be Surprised that ☜revenues from
services has proven more resilient
than the sale ofsoftware in the weak
economic conditions experienced
during the year and, consequently
we expect this part of the business

to deliver continuing growth☝.

Indeed, support revenues were up

8% in FY03 and now represent 47%

of the total. This is the REAL

[continued on page five]
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strength of Sage with its 3.6m

customer base♥ 400,000 added

from recent acquisitions. 95% of

Sage's customers have <100

employees with most having no in-

house IT support function. This

shows the potential IF Sage (or

anybody else for that matter) could

really harness it in a profitable

manner.

We repeat. this is the ☜Sage

model☜. Buy one (or more) of the

market leaders in a geography, thus

adding revenue. Then apply the

Sage model both to boost services

and add-on revenues AND

maximize pro ts. In a market with

little top line revenue growth this

model really can work wonders ♥ as

Sage so often shows. Of course, it

would be good to get organic top

line growth too...but many would

settle for what Sage achieves.

Sage reckons that smaller SMEs

SYSTEMHOUSE
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sage Group pl:
10 year Ruvanul and per Record

Relative to teen
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demonstrate less dependence on macro-economic conditions ♥ which is

probably true. Sage therefore seems pretty "con dent" that it can deliver growth

even if economic conditions are unchanged. Walker is "comfortable" with analyst

expectations of a 14% rise in PET in FY04 to £172m. Indeed, it expects to

drive earnings growth in the old Sage tried and tested way from the acquisitions

completed in the last year and from the further acquisitions it expects to make

in the next.

Overall, these are the results we, and the market, expected. Sage's shares

were upa smidgen on the day of the announcement ♥ adding to the 40% gain

this year so far. {Richard Hoiway)

9% ISOFT JUGGLES NPFIT AND MERGER AT INTERIM
3,",m STAGE

As well as announcing its success as part of an Accenture-led consortium

for the NHS LSP contracts in the North-East and Eastern regions and with

080 in the North West and West Midlands, ISoft this month released its
i. results for the six months to and October 2003. Revenues were up 15% at

£40.6m, compared to H1 of last year. Operating pro t increased 7% to

£7.4m and PET was up 10% to £6.7m. EPS grew from 3.29p to 3.81p.

The revenue breakdown is as follows:

- The European Business grew total revenues by 14% to £30.2m, this

growth was driven by licence sales in the region, which were up61 % to £16.7m.

- Turnover at the Australasian operations was fairly static compared to H1 solid set of results . a 15% organic

last year at £6.7m, re ecting a smaller number if statewide deployments in revenue growth and a 10% increase

Australia. in PBT are not to be sneezed at in
- Revenue from e-booking solutions acquisition Revive was just £0.6m today's market panicutany since

because iSoft didn't get the National Programme e-booking contract ♥ iSoft iSoft invested (and fully expensed)

remains "optimistic" about Revive☂s value to the group going forward however. £1.8m in the National Programme

and points to opportunities in Scotland amongst others. during theperiod. The focus on the
- The Northgate Healthcare business saw revenues increase 63% on the NPflT has also had opportunity

same period last year to 俉3.1m ♥ this growth came from its maintenance costs for iSoft and its peers, halting

DUSIHSSS (UP 77% 10 923'☜) non-National Programme IT
Chief Executive Patrick Cryne commented: "Taking into account existing investment in England and tying up

contracted revenue and the OPPDITUW'USS Open TO the Group b0☝? in the UK resources that could have been used
and overseas, the Board is con dent ofa satisfactory outcome to the nancial to grow the order book,

yeah" Also worthy of note < but not
Comment: iSoft's interim results were almost an aside at the company☂s surprising « is iSoft's growing use of

analyst briefing ♥ instead the

implications for iSoft of the National

Programme (NPtlT) contract

awards and the possible referral of

its merger with Torex to the

Competition Commission were at

the front of everyone's minds.

So let☂s get the boring bit out of

the way rst. iSoft has reported a

[continued on page six]
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its offshore operations. Software code manufacture and support has now been

transferred to Chennai. India, where iSoft employs c250 people. iSoft con rmed

any expansion of software functionality, including work required underthe NP T,

would also be done in Chennai, where it is gradually expanding its presence.

The outlook for iSoft is much more dif cult to ascertain and is heavily tied to

its success in the NPflT and the completion of its merger with Torex. At the time

ofwrili'ng, what we do know about iSott☂s involvement in the National Programme

is it is:

< the main application provider to Accenture for the £1.1bn contract in the

North East and Eastern regions and to 080 in the North West and West Midlands.

Generally speaking it expects to get 1 0-20% of the value ofan LSP contract over

the course of the implementation

- deemed a ☁strategic system☂ provider by the NPflT, which means iSoft☂s

legacy installations in LSP regions where it isn't the main application provider, can

still be supported and upgraded under the NPflT rather than ripped out. (As a

result iSoft believes it has a 25% footprint in London even though it wasn☂t

partnered with the winning LSP.) This is more likely to happen in regions wherele

is the main application provider than under Cemer.

As far as the merger with Torex is concerned:

- iSoft believes it was caught up in a ☜jurisdictional argument☝ between the

OFT, the Tribunal and the Competition Commission. The Competition Appeal

Tribunal did not nd the merger ☁anti-competitive☂. In essence it said that the OFT

should be under an obligation to referany merger to the Competition Commission

it there is a ☜credible altemative view☂ to its own on competition issues.

- in all likelihood the merger will go ahead in the end regardless of the ultimate

W

ComputerLand, the AIM-listed supplier of IT

hardware, support and project services, has reported

record results for the six months to 81 st Oct. 03.

Turnover has declined 4% to £25.7m compared to H1

03, however the company has delivered record pro ts -

operating pro ts grew 1 7% to £0.8m, and pretax pro ts

rose 21% (£0.9m compared to £0.7m). EPS, previously

51 p is now 6.0p, and the dividend is up 23% to 1.35p per share.

Commenting on the outlook, founder and Chairman Graham Gilbert said:

☜Yourboardremains optimistic about the outcome for the year as a whole. Whilst

we expect contracted revenues dun☁ng the second half to remain broadly similar

to those achieved in the rst half, our sales pipeline gives us con dence in our

ability to continue our record ofgrowth thereafter.☝

ComputerLand attributes it dip in revenues to continued price de ation in the

li' hardrvare market. However. the company is working hard to build up its project

services and contracted revenue base, and in these areas itis outperforming the

market ♥ with project revenues up 5%, and contracted support revenues up

20%.

Comment: We spoke with Graham Gilbert on the day. ComputerLand is

clearly bene ting from the trend in the mid market to outsource lT support services,

such as helpdesk, and network infrastructure. Indeed, Gilbert said that in excess

of 80% of their new business is coming from ☁ rst time buyers☂. They are also

picking up contracts with local authorities. ComputerLand currently supports

lNTEFilM RESULTS

Products

Project revenues

Contracted revenues
   

ComputerLand UK plc
Six months to 315! October

TOTAL

decision maker but this could delay

completion by several months.

- in the meantime, iSoft does not

have the domain expertise or

resources needed to provide

services on the scale required by

LSPs ♥ so where iSoft is the main

application provider, Torex will be

subcontracted to the LSP to provide

implementation sen/ices. Not an ideal

situation, but workable as a stopgap

solution until the merger goes

through. in the long term, iSoft needs

Torex☂s domain expertise and

services capabilities to build its

position in the global market for

healthcare lTsolutions and maximise

its potential returns from the NP T.

In the short term, Tim Whiston

(currently Group FD but acting CEO

from Jan. 15☁ 04) is "cautious/y

optimist/c" that market expectations

of full-year revenues at £110/115m

are realistic. (To/a Sergeant/Phil

Codiing)

COMPUTERLAND POSTS RECORD

   

   

  

Turnover Em
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Manchester City Council (its biggest

account. where it manages 9,000

desktops), Solihull Metropolitan

Council. Brighton & Hove, and East
Northants councils. Public sector
revenues account for over 10% of
turnover, and are likely to continue
growing as it sells direct and in
partnership with a number of [T
outsourcers.

80, against this backdrop. we

were puzzled as to why contracted

revenues were up only 2% compared

to the preceding six months. and are

likety to remain ☜broadlysimrlaf☁ in H2.

It transpires that ComputerLand, in

[continued on page seven]
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common with omer support services

players, is finding its traditional

hardware maintenance activities

under continued margin and price

pressure. On an annualised basis,

hardware maintenance revenues are

down c£1m.
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But Gilbert remains optimistic about the future, pointing to ☜signi cantnew

wins" in network infrastructure support, and a projects order book at record

levels. Growth in the higher value add services has led to an improvement in

pre-tax pro t margins from 2.8% to 3.5% ♥ not at all bad for a company that

derives 30% of revenues from services. (Heather Brice)

_SYNSTAR SEES PROFITS RISE

Support services player, Synstar has

announced year-end results for the period ended 30th
Synstar plc

FVE: zoom sopmmber

 

Sep. 08. Turnover has increased marginally to

£223.0m. Excluding the company's French business,

which it expects to dispose of shortly, revenue was

up 02% to £206.6m. but at constant currency rates

continuing operations dipped slightly from £208.2m.

Total operating pro t is up 6% to 俉8.5m while PET is up 33% to £8.7m. Basic

EPS has increased 50% to 3.6p. Synstar also announced the payment of a

maiden dividend of 0.5p.

John Leigh eld, Chairman said: ☜There has been a recentacceleration of the

pressure on margins in our traditional maintenance business but the strategy of

offering integratedManaged Services to large companies is producing signi cant

contracts with long-term revenue streamsat good margins."

Comment: Synstar delivered a strong set of results. This is a business that

is being run for pro ts and cash. and the performance on both counts was

excellent. The 33% increase in PBT led to an improvement in pre-tax margins

from 2.9% in FY02 to 39%. Meanwhile cash generation during theyear was up

17% to £9.8m. and the net cash balance as at 30th Sep. was £26.9m (02:

£16.4m). With no goodwill on the books, no debt, and an order book up 56% on

FY02 ☜the balance sheet has never looked stronger".

This is just as well, as Synstar is faced with some intractable problems. The
rst ♥ France ♥ is soon to be ☜ xed'. Synstar has revealed that they are in advanced

negotiations to sell the business to the local interim management team. We have

commented before that Synstar cannot simply walk away from the French market,

as it has some key pan-European clients including Galileo, 680 and Fujitsu. So

the deal, much like the exit strategy in Italy (in FY01) and Switzerland n FY02)

sees Synstar retaining the French operation as a local delivery partner. We expect

to see a loss on disposal reported in H1 04.

This leaves Synstar with overseas operations in Belgium, Germany, Holland

and Spain. Performance across these territories was mixed: Belgium moved into

the black, and pro ts in the Dutch business also improved. However, pro ts in

Spain halved, and Germany tumbled from an operating pro t of£1 Am in W02 to
a loss of £0.3m. We understand that the underlying business is sound. but new
names sales in Germany were disappointing. Mike Ettling, MD of UK and lreland,
has been tasked with turning things round.

A longer-term issue facing Synstar is price pressure and margin erosion in its

traditional maintenance business. Steve Vaughan, CE (never one to let the grass

grow under his feet) announced that they are to accelerate the development of

their multi»service line managed services offering e. deals of signi cant scale,

contract length and commercial complexity. encompassing a range of activities

such as maintenance, call handling. desktop and network management. and

ongoing service delivery).
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The company has notched up

some good managed services wins

during the year but the pace is to be

stepped up otherwise ☜the

maintenance margin wrl/ decline faster

than the managed services will

increase☝. A natural place to start is

with up-selling the existing

maintenance~only customers to a

managed service.

Coupled with this, Synstar is

going to reduce the contribution by

certain areas of its 'Iegacy' business

(such as small scale maintenance of

PCs) which it envisages will come

under the same price and margin

pressure as maintenance. In some

cases this may mean disposal, in

others partnering. These initiatives

are expected to cost c£5m in the

current year.

Synstar☁s progress over the last

three years. and its pro ts growth.

have not been driven by revenue

growth. The next three years look

different. with the focus on top line

growth led by managed services.

But, as we would expect from

Synstar, this will not be at the

expense of margins. 25m is a

signi cant sum to commit. but it

should lead to a better, long term

profit stream ♥ given the

management's track record, we do

not doubt this.

(Heather Brice)
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CSC ANNOUNCES RAFI' OF CONTRACT WINS

Following a 02 results

announcement in Nov. 08, which

highlighted excellent organic growth,

the last month of 2008 brought more

good news for CSC:

- The £973m NHS NP T LSP

contract for the North West

and West Midlands. 080 fought

a resolute IBM, as well as BT and

Fujitsu to the prize. The principal CSC

alliance members include Hedra, a

public sector change management

specialist; iSOl-☁l', whose application

suite forms the core of the alliance☂s

software solution; and 800. who will

provide both infrastructure and

desktop management services.

- The next stage of the tendering

process for the MoD's DII (Future)

contract. The CSC-Ied Fiadii

consortium was one of the three

consortia progressed by the MoD to

the next stage of the bidding

progress for its infrastructure

services contract.

- infrastructure outsourcing

agreement with National Grid

  

NPflT

December saw the long-awaited award of the rst four local service provider

(LSP) contracts underthe National Programme for IT in the NHS and the selection

of a national application service provider (NASP) to run the NHS National Care

Record Service or ☁data spine':

Transco. The deal is valued at c$470m over seven years. 080 will manage and

support the company☂s mainframe, application server, desktop, help desk and

telecommunications services in the UK. It will also undertake an infrastructure

transformation program ☜to establish and sustain market delivery at market»

leading standards".

- Expansion of IT outsourcing contract with United Technologies

Corporation worth $212m: The scope of 080☂ TI" outsourcing agreement has

been expanded to include provision of services to the client's operations in France.

Belgium. ltaly, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the UK. The contract will run to

Dec. 2014 and now has a total value of more than $4.2bn over fteen years.

- IT outsourcing deal with SAS Group worth c$1.5bn: The contract with

the Scandinavian airline and travel Group will run for ve years (with a two-year

option and two additional one-year options). 080 will provide IT consulting,

systems integration, application development and maintenance and IT

infrastructure services. As part of the transaction 080 will acquire Scandinavian

lT Group (SIG), a subsidiary of SAS Group with 1,200 employees providing IT

solutions to the international airtine industry The acquisition is expected to complete

by 30th Jan. 04 with the outsourcing agreement becoming effective ist Feb. 04.

Comment: We can just picture the happy faces down the road at Aldershot☂s

Royal Pavilion! What a way to nish the year.

In the UK, the National Grid Transco and the United Technologies CorpOration

deals will sit alongside iT outsourcing deals won with Marconi and Royal Mail

back in May 03. And the NHS contract represents a signi cant achievement for

080, having made little impression in the UK public sector up ☁til now.

The additional turnover from these contracts is likely to result in double-digit

growth for the UK business. As such we're pretty sure 080 is set to rise up our

UK S/iTS rankings. (Georgina O'Toole)

☂☜ THE TIMES THEY ARE A☂CHANGING
There probably hasn't before been a month when the

landscape of the UK IT services sector has seen as much

change as December 2003. The Np T and Aspire contracts

(below), plus other contracts announced in December on

Hotnews. add up to getting on for £10b.

East-region AND beat CGEY,

Piexys (EDS/LogicaCMG) and, for

a second time, Cemer to the £934m/

10 yr Eastern England LSP contract.

The winning consortiums both

include Siemens, Microsoft and

Avande, and use iSoft's application.

- A CSC-ied consortium beat

BT, Fujitsu and IBM to the £973m/

10 yr North West and West

Midlands. The 080 consortiumA consortium led by BT was awarded the £620m/10-yr NASP contract to

set up and run the na onal NHS Care Records Service. They beat iBM in this

contract. As NASP, the BT consortium will design, deliver and manage the national

patient record database and transactional messaging service. ET is the prime

contractor and will deliver and operate the service through its SI subsidiary

Syntegra. The other members of the consortium are Oracle, Sun

Microsystems, offshorer Mastek and LogicaCMG. LogicaCMG will be

developing the core database application to store and update national patient

records. its share of the spoils is expected to be in excess of £1 00m.

~An Accenture♥led consortium beat Gamer to the 俉1099m/10-yr North

includes Hedra, iSoft application

software and Specialist

Computer Centres(SCC)

providing both the infrastructure and

desktop services.

♥ A BT♥led consortium also won

the prestigious London-region LSP

contract at the expense of a

consortium primed by IBM. We

[con rmed on page n'ne]
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understand ET is working with Perot

Systems and US-based application

provider IDX on the £996m/10-yr

contract.

The one remaining LSP contract,

for the South, will be awarded in

January so it☂s a nail-biting time for

Fujitsu. Sema (Atos Origin) and

PlexusCare (EDS/LogicaCMG).

Richard Granger. DG at prIT

(pictured) is not happy with their bids

and has threatened to bring in other

competitors if they don't improve

them quickly.

Comment: There are huge winners

and losers here. We get me feeling

that even BT was surprised to be

awarded not one, but two major

contracts to Syntegra-Ied consortia.

Indeed. it got even better as BT

Global Solutions was also a major

partner (supplying managed network

services) in the Accenture

consortium.

Together this will add at least

£150m to BT's UK IT services

revenues in a full year (俉50m in BT☂s

current nancial year alone). This, on

our reckoning with other recentwins

like being a major subcontractor for

WAN and Voice Support services at

Aspire (below), will put BT close to

the 21b pa UK iT services category

and boost their position in our

rankings by a couple of places (BT

was 8'" in 2003) once the revenues

ow through.

£150m+ is getting on for 1% of

BT's total revenues and provides a

much needed boost at a time when

theiroore revenues from xed line voice

are under attack like never before
This must be some relief to CEO Ben
Verwaayen who has come under
increased pressure since promising
6+% annual growth when he became
CEO. He has failed to deliver on that
promise to date.

Indeed. we suspect that these

wins will put the spotlight on BT☂s IT

services operations at last. At the very

least, maybe their IT services bits will

operate as one soon; something we

have advised so many times and for
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so long that readers might be becoming bored. But BT might actually use this

as the impetus to do some really serious expansion in this area. . .maybe some

acquisitions. That would have been dif cult to sell to shareholders before, But

these wins have changed that.

On the other hand. these are big meals for BT to digest. Winning the

contracts, after agreeing to ☜keen☝ pricing, is one thing. Completing them to

time and budget (thus not incurring Granger☁s penalties) AND making a pro t. . .is

quite another.

Accenture won two of its bids, worth over 92b.it also had the satisfaction

of winning against IBM for a 俉450m contract at Barclays. Despite continued

uncertainty over its merger with Torex. iSoft☂s application was selected in

several of the prIT bids

At the other end of the scale there must be hugedisappointment. particularly

at the IBM and Cerner camps. lBM has lost out on three contracts worth

around 俉2.6b - the data spine, the London and NW LSP contracts. IBM was

also not on the shortlist for the mega MoD iT project and lost out to Accenture

at Barclays on a £450m outsourcing deal. Much wailing at Bedfont Lakes, we

are sure.

Cerner has also lost out three times - as the prime contractor on the North

East-bid and as a member of IBM☂s consortium on the London and Eastern

bids. Although Cerner got the smallest of consolation prizes; winning the

£64.5m/6yr e-booking contract with Sema.

And of course EDS....

Aspire

December saw Cap Gemini Ernst & Young (CGE&Y) + Fujitsu

Services (FS) con rmed as the preferred bidder for the inland Revenue
Aspire contract. The contract is worth c£3b over 10 years and is not only the

biggest UK outsourcing contract in history but the biggest outsourcing contract

ever to change suplier. This is a major blow to incumbents EDS and Acoenture

who have run the project for the last 10 years. 2,250 of their employees will

transfer to CGE&Y and a further 900 to F8. We reckon about a third of the

contract value will go to F8 (to provide the data centre nfrastructure services)

and BT Global Solutions (to manage the WAN and voice support services).

Comment: Again, this contract should boost CGE&Y's annual UK S/ITS

revenues close to £1 b and should ensure that FS stays well above the 21b

level too ♥ despite recent revenue declines in their successful quest to become

pro table.

For EDS the month has been a disaster what with losing Aspire And failing

to win any NHS contracts. . .yet. We suspect this will have wide-ranging effects

on EDS; particularly at the top. You just can't see 10%+ of your revenues go

without it hurting. And the mood at lBM (who lost out on the NHS contracts

they looked favorites to win) can☁t be much better.

US megaliths IBM and EDS currently (and for as long as we can remember)

head our UK S/ITS rankings and have been the normal winners of any big UK

outsourcing deals going. Interesting therefore that neither of these got a share

of the December mega deals. With rumours that CSC might not have the US

IRS contract forever, the change of supplier at Aspire in the UK the month has

shown that ☜what the good customer hath giveth, he can also taketh away!"

Also, for the rst time we can remember, many of this month's mega winners

are non-US.

This article started with Bob Dylan☁s "The times they are a' changing".

Another line from the same song is "The rst ones now will later be last. "

Could this be the long awaited start of a new order? (Richard Holway and Tola

Sargeant)
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THROUGH ACQUISITION
Northgate Information Solutions. supplier of software and outsourcing

solutions to the public sector, HR and corporate markets, has announced

results for the six months to 31st Oct, 03, as well as the reverse takeover of

FlebusHR.

Group turnover increased by 21.7% to £50.6m, with turnover from

continuing operations up by 8.7%. The acquisitions ofCara Payroll Group,

Blues Technologies and Hays Consulting & Solutions Group during

the six months added £7.4m of revenues. In addition. the acquisition of Prolog

Business Solutions in the previous nancial year added cE1.5m of revenues.

Restructuring and a focus on driving down costs have resulted in operating

pro t before goodwill amortisation and exceptionals more than doubling to

£2.4m (pushing operating margins at this level from 2.9%10 4.7%). However,

goodwill amortisation of £1 .4m (2002: £46K) and exceptional items of 俉523K

(2002: £281 K) resulted in a

decline in operating pro t for the

continuing businesses of 43% to if"

 

NORTHGATE EXPANDS HR BUSINESS

Chris Stone, Chief Executive,

claims that of the last 30 e-

government contracts let.

Northgate has won 20, with others

snapped up by a variety ofplayers

including Anite, Capita and Steria.

Progress is also being made in

criminal justice. For example, it has

undertaken 14 implementations of

its Penalty Notice for Disorder

software as part of the Home Of ce

trial. In HR Systems. Northgate

signed 27 new clients over the

Pro forrna reported annuallsed revenues 2002/03☂

    

£470K. Group operating pro t 200 74.0 1909

(Le. including discontinued

operations) was down by a third. 150

PET is £402K compared to (0.7)

£29.8m this time last year (of ♥

which 928.1 m was pro t on the 10° 24.3

sale of the health business. 58.9 -
without which PET was £1.7m). so

Diluted EPS, previously 8.99p is

now 0.10;). o

Across the business, the ☜ gmm Dow-tn f xsm mum-«y Mum main-a

performance from continuing

operations was as follows:

- Public sector: Organically

revenue was up 4.9% to £20.5m. Acquisitions added another £4.2m resulting

in total revenue growth of 26% to £24.6m. Excluding the effect of acquisitions,

operating pro t was up 17% to 21 .4m. Acquisitions added another £239K of

pro t.

♥ HR Systems: Organically revenue was up 30% to 俉10.6m. Acquisitions

added another 23.3m resulting in total revenue growth of 70% to £13,9m.

Excluding the effect of acquisitions. operating pro t was up 57% to £12m.

Acquisitions added another £259K of pro t.

- Corporate sector: Growth was negligible resulting in turnover of

£12.0m. Operating pro t was up by 9% to £699m.

Commenting on the outlook, Chairman Nick lrens said: "These are excellent

results, showing progress both organically and from our recent acquisitions.

We are focussed on market segments that offer good growth prospects and

continue to pursue the creation of value for our shareholders."

Comment: This set of results represents good progress for Northgate,

particularly in its core HR, local government and criminal justice businesses, In

local government, the Group appears to be gaining mafket share having signed

up ten new clients for its Front Of ce solution. Another client has signed since

the year-end and it has also achieved preferred supplier status with eight other

authorities.

- For inn-mm pupa-uni,

Sourco: mmnnimm-uan samen-
Rumu. Nam-i- Aunt oz, C-upoupt- Dr: in, WA m- um, um... ma mm a: i... ☜cum-rte. wan margins- Iccmllng 9min)

period and states that the ☜pipeline

has neverbeen better".

So that just leaves the

Corporate business. Interestingly

Stone stated that it continues to be

profitable and cash generative,

however, it is not expected to be an

important growth generator going

fonNard. Sensibly, in our opinion, the

focus will be on the expanding

markets of HR, criminal justice and

local government. And while the

corporate business remains a ☜cash

cow☂ we see no problem in

continuing to milk it.

The acquisition

On 17☁" Dec. 03 Northgate

exercised its option to acquire

Rebus HR Group. The rationale

behind the take-over is to combine

[continued on page eleven]
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the two companies' software, staff and customer base to gain scale, a stronger

positioning and a broadercustomer base in the HR software and services market.

The acquisition (and associated share placing) are now conditional upon EGM

approval (meeting scheduled for 12th Jan. 04) and OFT approval. The deal is

expected to complete in early Feb. 04.

The deal

- The aggregate consideration for the acquisition is approximately E150m.

This will be satis ed by the payment of c£38m in cash (which includes the 95m

cost of the option), the issue of 115.7m new Northgate shares to the vendors

(valued at £59.9m), and the assumption or repayment of debt totalling 俉55m.

- Due to the size of Rebus relative to Northgate historically. the proposed

acquisition is classi ed as a reverse take-over.

- The cash component of the consideration will be satis ed by the placing of

92m new Northgate shares at a price of 48p per share.

Rebus HR

- Rebus is one of the UK's leading providers of HR and payroll solutions,

offering software and outsourcing services to public and private sector clients. In

its last nancial year Rebus generated £74m of revenues - £89m ofthis was from

software and £35m from services, In the software business, just 25m of turnover

is from new licence sales, the remainder is recurring. In the services business, just

28m of revenues is non-recurring i.e. implementation, consulting, training. The

remainder is from the payroll processing business.

- Top line revenue growth has been in the low single digits over the last three

years. However. the payroll processing business has grown between 12% and

15% over that period, the maintenance revenue stream has been stable, while

sales of new software have declined.

- In FY02/03 the EBlTA margin was 14.1%. 88% of gross pro t is generated

from recurring revenues.

~ RebusHR has just lost its biggest customer ♥ the Department of Work &

Pensions. The contract was worth £6.2m a year in software maintenance and

payroll processing revenues. The contract formally terminates halfway through

the next nancial year. DWP taking the Service back in-house in order to combine

the payroll processes of the D88 and the Employment Service. It is expected to

outsource in a couple of years once these have been integrated.

~ Revenue growth in the FY03/04 is expected to be at.

The combined company

- Vl th the addition of RebusHR, Northgate will generate approximately £200m

of revenues annually ♥ pushing the company into the Top 30 of software and

services suppliers to the UK market.

- The acquisition will make Northgate the third largest provider of payroll

processing services to the UK market behind Ceridien and ADP.

- Northgate expects the acquisition to generate c£1 1 m of cost savings with

not less than 28m in the rst full nancial year An exceptional cost of 025m (for

delivering these savings) will be realised in the current nancial year.
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~ Northgate believes that it will

be able to sell its ResourceLink

software into established RebusHR

customer base as they will

☜complement and improve"

RebusHR☁s product offering.

RebusHR will take the lead in the

services (payroll processing)

business.

The existing Northgate Board will

be joined by anadditional non-

executive director to be nominated

by General Atlantic Partners.

Comment: This acquisition ts

with Northgate☂s strategy of being a

leading provider of software and
services in the local government,

criminal justice and HR services

markets. it also complements our

belief that there☁ll be continuing

consolidation in the BPO market of

players in horizontal niches.

In HR services Northgate has

already undertaken the acquisitions

of Carapeople and Prolog Business

Solutions. The difference here is the

size of the integration challenge,

Carapeople and Prolog Business

Solutions had revenues of £12.6m

combined, less than 20% of Rebus

HR's total revenues. While Northgate

has a good track record in integrating

acquisitions, there is always the

possibility that it could have bitten

off more than it can chew. Sensiny

the focus once this deal goes through

will be on driving value out of the

combined businesses. Nonetheless,

Northgate does not rule out further

☜similaf' acquisitions in the public

sector business (or indeed. in the HR

business) in the future. This is one

company on a mission. (Georgina

O'Toole)

INTRONET SEES OPPORTUNITY TO GROW

We recently met Tobias Read, CEO of IntroNet, a small UK~based ASP

specialising in Applicant Tracking Systems (ATS) that enable enterprises to

manage their recruitment and internal staff relocation processes more ef ciently.

With an annual turnover of c23m. IntroNet is small, private, self-funded and.

most importantly, pro table ♥ it

expects to generate £350K in cash

in the year to Mar. 04 and has secure

recurring revenues until end 2004.
[continued on page twelve]
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Founded in 1996, lntroNet targets Global 2000 companies with a multi-

domestic footprint (with a particular focus on non-US rms), large UK domestic

companies and the British Government Its biggest customer is lBM, which

accounted forc65% of revenues in the last scal year. Other customers include

LogicaCMG, Philip Morris, CSC, Marconi and the DTI. IntroNet's system is

also used bythe c550 external recruitment agencies that send CVs to lntroNet's

customers.

Read is understandably uncomfortable about being so reliant on one

customer and has ambitious plans to grow the business so that IBM☂s

contribution is more like 20% of revenues He believes the market for ATS is

relatively under-invested and that there is ☜signi cant latent opportunitf'.

But the Edinburgh-based company faces some stiff challenges in the

fragmented and competitive ATS market. Perhaps the biggest immediate

threat is US software players like Brass Ring, PeopleClick and RecruitSoft r

they are looking to move into Europe and have been pricing very competitively

in the US in order to take market share. lntroNet also has an eye on ERP

vendors such as Oracle. SAP and PeopIeSoft that are playing catch-up in

However Bead, who joined

lntroNet in Jan. 03, is realistic about

the obstacles in lntroNet☂s path and

is determined to overcome them.

Innovation and adding value to the

service will be key to keeping ahead

of the competition and, to that end.

Read is considering seeking external

investment for the rst time in the

company☂s history.

In the long run. however, we

wouldn☁t be surprised to see lntroNet

get snapped up - perhaps by aUS

competitor looking to expand into

Europe through acquisition, or an HR

outsourcing player wanting to add

another string to its bow. (To/a

the ATS space.

<8>xansa

Xansa has announced its

results for the six months ended

31st Oct. 03. The company☂s

performance is in line with

expectations with total turnover

falling 3% on the comparable

period last year to £225.7m.

Operating profit is down 7% to

£14.5m before the distribution of

shares from the trusts, exceptional

items and goodwill amortisation.

Factoring in these costs, including

a £18m contract settlement, the

company made a loss before tax

of £18.5m - a marked

improvement on last year's loss of

2140.7m, which included a

goodwill impairment charge of

£144.4m. Loss per share has

reduced from 51p to 5.12p,

In the UK, revenues were up

marginally to £210m with turnover

from BPO activities increasing to

234.1 m. In contrast, the Asia Paci c

operation, which is being scaled back,

saw losses increase and revenues

decline 56% to £1 .1m The company

is exiting its continental Europe

business. which saw revenues

decline 13% to £2.7m. And in the

Sargeant)

XANSA WITHDRAWS FROM CONTINENTAL '

EUROPE AND ASIA-PAC

US, turnover slumped 38% to £11.9m.

Xansa also announced that Bill Alexander (Group CE of Thames Water)

was to join the Board as non-executive Chairman.

The company's CE, Alastair Cox, said: ☜Our outlook remains consistent

with the views we have expressed over the last 12 months. Corporate lT

budgets remain constrained in all our markets and we do not anticipate any

sustained upturn in expenditure until clients have greater visibility over their

own performance during 2004. We anticipate revenues will decline somewhat

in the second halfas speci c contracts complete in the UK and US. However

we expect the underlying revenues from our core UK clients, excluding FBS,

the joint venture with H308, to remain broad/y at."

Comment: There are a few key points to pick up:

- Pro tability: The top line operating profit is noteworthy - particularly

considering the raft of cost cutting actions Xansa took in its last financial

year Le. a reduction in staffnumbers of 502 to 5,583 producing annualised

savings of £27.1m. Even before goodwill, exceptionals etc., pro t margins

were down year-on-year. However, it's good to report that sequentially

(compared to H203) things have started to improve with operating

margins slowly moving upwards from 5.9% to 6.7%.

- Withdrawal from Continental Europe (CE) & Asia Paci c (AP): in our

minds this makes perfect sense. For a start, with revenues of just £2.7m

and £1.1m respectively, the attainment of anything resembling critical

mass was hard to imagine. Not only that, but both geographies were

loss making. We also agree with the main logic behind the decision is.

that neither region is yet ready for Iarge»scale outsourcing of |T or

business processes. Xansa will retain support capability in GE and AP for

clients requiring multi-country implementations. Exiting from these

geographies is likely to result in an exceptional cost of CBS-4m in this

nancial year.

- Increased use of Indian operations: Xansa's India operations are now an

[continusd on page thirteen]
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integral part of its UK operations.

Resources increased by 36% over

the half-year so that there are now

1,426 employees based in India

(almost a quarter of the total

workforce). This number is set to

double over the year as a whole.

The majority of these employees

are undertaking IT services work

with C350-400 employees

involved in BPO. We are likely to

see an increasing proportion

working in BPO (mainly involving

back-office functions). We have

often applauded Xansa for its

☁speed off the block' in terms of

establishing an offshore capability
andmore importantly an onshore-

offshore delivery model.

- Order bank: The value of the

QA
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order bank at £481m is down significantly compared to £625m at the end

of H103 and £569m at the end of FY03. This value reflects the minimum

committed value of contracts, For example, while the company's Royal

Mail contract is valued at £1.5bn over ten years, only E52m (over five

years) is included in the order bank representing the guaranteed element

of the contract. 80 while the decline in the order bank is undoubtedly

affected by the economic climate, it also highlights the effect that the

increasing exibility demanded by clients can have onthe visibility of

suppliers☂ revenues. In addition, as contracts become increasingly

complex, they also take longer to ☁sign and seal☂.

All in all. Xansa is continuing to nd the market tough. Its future

prosperity will rely primarily on its ability to compete and win in the IT

outsourcing and BPO markets. Currently its predominant BPO relationship

is with BT. However it has 10 BPO pilots undenlvay with different

organisations. Xansa's belief is that by undertaking a ☁proof of concept☂

phase (lasting from several months to a year) it will have an easier time

engaging clients - evidence that despite signi cant growth forecast for the

BPO market, competition is fierce. Xansa. like its competitors, is fighting

hard to win lucrative contracts.

(Georgina O'Toole)

QAS SHOWS HOW TO DO IT

It is undoubtedly tme that we here at Ovum Holway ♥ andthe community at

large ♥ do NOT give enough recognition to the smaller UK S/ITS companies. But

we have been tracking Tony Bickford's OAS for over ten years now. In the 2000

Holway Report, for example, we raved about their £2.5m PBT on revenues of

£18.8m in the year to 30"☁June1999 and nished the commentwith ☜An excellent

Co"many. . .one to watch for the future. "

The company's latest R&A for the year to 30☁" June 2003 show revenues of

943.2m (up 12% on FY02), operating pro t of 86.1 m and PET of 26m (three
times that of FY02). A "mere" 14% pro t margin! Around 50% of revenues come
from maintenance; the rest from licences. It would seem chunish to repeat the

1999 comment. Indeed in today's "challenging" times, these results are truly
fantastic.

So just how has OAS managed to turn in such a performance? Fiona

OAS Ltd
10 year Revenue and PET Record.

Relative to 1994

 

I Revenue (Em) I PBT (Em) 5°

 

Stancombe, the company's FD

explained that one of GAS success

factors has been its determination

to grow revenues without growing

expenses. She said: ☜In me UK we've

really carefully managed expenses.

Our sales people have become

more e icientand we☂ve streamlined

other processes. For instance, our

nance department is the same size

now that it was three years ago yet

we're tuming over much more. "

QAS is the UK☂s market leader

in the supply of address

management systems via its range

of QuickAddress software. The

main use is in call centres. Indeed if

you have ever been asked, "What☁s

your postcode?" and then been told

your address, QAS software was

probably used. Their 8500 clients

include many household names.

such as 02 and Orange, EDS,

CGE&Y, Accenture and other 8/

iTS companies are named as

partners.

The bulk (£39m) of GAS

[continued on page iourteen]
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revenues are made in the UK. which recorded an 8% revenue growth. But

QAS is now moving abroad with overseas offices in Amsterdam. Sydney,

Melbourne, Perth, Boston and San Francisco. Indeed, in the last year the

most signi cant investment was in its US operations. which grew revenues

by 178% to £1.4m. It☁ll be a couple of years before it reaches pro tability,

though. Australia has been up and going for some time and delivered a

47% revenue growth to 022m and became profitable, QAS replicated its

successful UK sales model over there and is now doing the same in the

US. European activities are in a formative stage.

OAS has an impressive balance sheet too. Net assets of 27m include

£9.2m cash at bank and £10m of freehold property related assets. It

remains a privately owned company with Bickford holding 60% of the

equity. A 26p per share dividend was recommended (up from 6.5p the

previous year). But, with this kind of performance. we wonder how long

they will stay private. Stancombe,

though, is clear: ☜We☁re a small

software company generating

easily enough funds already ♥we

don☂t need the money or the hassle

being a public companywould bring!"

As for next year, we can expect

much of the same: QAS will focus

on retaining customers and

winning new ones efficiently

because, as Stancombe says:

"The last customers are the

hardest to get. " (Richard Ho/way

and Kate Hanaghan)

Anite
IT solutions and services

company, Anite has announced its

results for the six months to 31 st Oct.

03. Total turnover is down 14% to

£95,6m, Turnover from the ongoing

businesses is down 10% to £95.5m,

At the operating level, before goodwill

and exceptional items the operating

pro t was 275m for the ongoing

businesses ♥ down from £11.9m in

H103. The total operating loss

£789K, Exceptional items were

primarily related to redundancy and

restructuring. At the pre-tax level

losses declined from £43.4m to

£14.2m. Before goodwill

amortisation and exceptional items,

the ongoing businesses reported a

pre-tax pro t of £6.5m ♥ down 40%.

The bottom line was a loss per share

of 4.4p compared to 14.0p in H103.

Anite☂s results need to be studied

in more detail to really understand

what☁s going on. There are four

reporting lines ( gures relate to the

ongoing businesses):

- Public sector. Turnover was

down 8% to £33.5m and an operating

pro t of £1.4m was converted to a

loss of £22m. This is the business

where mostoftheclean up is focused,

particularly in the local government

sector. While a market leader in

several areas such as social care

ANITE GETTING INTO SHAPE BUT STILL SOME WAY

TO GO
solutions, the six public sector businesses still aren☂t working together closely

enough and are undoubtedly missing out on opportunities as a result. Pro tability

continues to be held back by a high level of development spending particularly on

Pericles (the revenue and bene ts product), as well as other legacy contract and

integration issues.

- Travel: Turnover was down 15% to 俉13.7m, while pro t fell by aleSSer

gure ♥ down 10% to 俉3.0m. Margins remain excellent at 21 8%. In terms of its

business model, the travel business remains the ☁jewel in the crown☁, with a high

proportion of clients taking a full service offering, i.e. software and managed

services. Revenues were affected by the lack of discretionary spending by clients

in this market.

- Telecoms: Turnover was down 6% to £18.4m, while pro ts increased by

15% to £4.5m. This is another business with excellent margins ♥ 24.4% this time

round (up from 20% a year previously). Turnover was affected by ☜the tough

operating environment" and delays in Se spending. However Anite is well

established as a niche provider of mobile phone network simulation and handset

testing for both 26 and 3G so has displayed a certain level of resilience. A new

offshore facility in Bangalore through an Indian partner could result in margins

improving further.

- lntema onal: Turnover was down 12% to £29.9m, while pro ts fell by

38% to £3.1m. This business is a bit of an ☁oddball☂ within Anite. It offers

consultancy and SI predominantly to the nance sector (about 60% of customers).

Sales, orders, margins and pro ts all fell year♥on-year as a result of continued

pricing pressure, over capacity and ☜limited opportunities in European markets,

particularly forAnite Bane/wet Anite Benelux struggled more than the rest of

the business (with falling revenues and the margin reduced to just 2%), as it is

fundamentally a body-shopping practice. it is Anite Finance (formerly Parsec).

which is in most need of ☁therapy' ♥ it declined into losses over the period

(compared to £1.5m of pro t in H103) on revenues of 27m (down by 92m on

H103).

Overall, Anite continues to get into better shape but there is still some way

to go, as its new CE, Steve Rowley, would readily admit. The problem is that

the businesses that are in the best shape ♥ telecoms and travel ♥ are operating

in the toughest markets. While the public sector business ♥ which has the

[continued on page ilttaen]
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[continued irom page iourteen]

opportunity to make signi cant strides ♥ is distracted by resolving legacy Anite should concentrate. as it has

integration issues. In addition it is questionable whether the ☁International' said it will, on getting this model

(consultancy and SI) business really fits with Anite☂s strategy going to work across all its focus

forward. The strength of the other vertical-focused business lies in the verticals.

combination of vertical speci c lPFl and supporting managed services. (Georgina O'Toole)
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1101 5420.000 11200000 0000000 «5011 1101 0001000 1:00.000 {242.000 P1111010 11 P57 {5.742.000 {5.455.000 {4011.000 10 110 01011
EFS 201111 0.01» 200.: 100.011 EPS 0.10.: 01100 .0300 Pmlllnb EPa .0000 .1100 11000 10004100111111
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Note: The mpanles listed on pages 16-19 are those companies in our S/ITS index wkh revenue of >22m. Also included In our Index are: Atlantlc Global.

3511116. Eanhpun, Ffam l. Intemede Gmup, Intomat Business Gmup, Knowledge Technology Salutlans. Netcall. Pc Madlcs Gmup. 5qu International.

Superscapa, Systems Integrated. UHF-Isis Group. V110an Group
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REV 132202000 0:07.000 (20.400000 .0000 REV 22.470000 27,147,000 42070000 mass REV (0.724.000 .0020
007 amino {mama 4720.000 u:- 000. 007 (0307000 0230.000 {0245.000 Ln☜ 00m 007 {000.000 has! 00m
EFE 4700 4030 47040 L00 0017. EPS 4.00 0000 .2030 L0" 0010 EPS .5700 L000 ham
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PBY £0,340,000 {5.00.000 0204.000 Lu☜ lo 0.00 PET 0042.000 E742.000 45 use v07 (0.00.000 {40.004000 42.005 000 Lm 00m
EPS 40000 42500 0400 Lax-(00ml! as 044» 044» 4000095 4400 20200 - 500 Lnnbclh

. 'I :4 urY-i☁u 0
$0240.02 rmamm 00.000000 00.00.707.02 Fhulchcm 040.00.707.00 00.00.7000 40.700.707.00 Emma-002 nun-0.00003 00.00.0000

REV 030406.000 0:2304000 .0090 REV tampon 0442:2000 20.440000 .0200 REV 23.701000 0020\000 02000000 .4 040
PBY 43,00,000 0505000 Lu 00m 907 [05.000 ☜79.000 {404.000 9mm 0☜ 007 £31000 0205.000 0235.000 «0000
EM .0000 41200 0000000. EPE 040: 7.00 .1700 Lnn 00m E05 000: 1300 0000 .0.

Emu-Mum nun-mm Camu lan mum♥mm Fm-Novu mum-Mum Companion mom-70002 Fun-00:02 nm-Junw comp-000
REV 02,54,500 01.500541 40 m0 REV 00.060000 (12.500000 :R.0n.000 .0450 REV 277000.000 001704000 000.:0000 .0000
PBY 4952.001 an»: L000 000. PET {2000.000 400000.000 4070.000 L0" 00m PBY (0.770000 004000.000 (0.507.000 .35m
EPS £00 4000 lauhnm EPS 40200 .07700 .0000 Lou 00m EPS 0m 0000 0200 050*

Totals stems lc .
04-00-4000: FInlI-ch z 00.00.010.00 0070000000 mun-mm Flu-Nova rum-mm Camp-mun 04.00.0000: Emu♥000: 04.00.5000: 00:000-007.

REV 100055.000 (☜000000 5530:0017 .7 7x REV £0.42i000 90.01000 00527000 -R m REV 2020.500 (3.027.140 22.00500 4390
007 42705000 434410000 424,005,000 P701! 10 R07 (501000 {3.440.000 0:20.000 0707: :0 u 007 ma 000 2500040 0mm .00 m
EFS 02¢» .20000 .170: 0707010 EPS 0740 .0070 05:0 .2040 EPS | 40 2 ~05☜
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00.00♥00.02 00.7.4070: 00.00.0000: emu-.000 00.0.0000: Emu-00100 Cnmmun nun-5.002 Find-Mum 04.00.5000; 00.00.0000

REV m.70i000 tmmnoa 000704000 .5 040 REV 00.000000 00.502000 ~20 454 REV :000000 204240.000 00.050000 40050
007 4:0204000 CEMDW 0550.000 Lnu u. 0074 007 4110.000 2000.000 0000 00m 007 000000 20520000 000.000 .7404
E95 .0000 .0400 0707 Luna 0074 EPS 400 1470 m 000. EPS am 0200 0.000 .0000r.

04.00.407.02 Emu-00002 00.00.0000: 00.00.0000 um 00002 000.00 00.00.7000 Fud-Mly z 00.00.7000
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r ☝
Firm-A0002 nun-R000: Camp-000 nun-00001 FhlI-Jml mum-0.002 Cnmplnlon Sui-70002 C0m00000"

REV 000000.000 (00000000 .0970 REV ammo (5.754000 ☜000.000 4005 REV (2.000.040 420*
PET (5.300.000 m.4m,000 um 00m FBI☂ 4250.000 {7.340000 {5.00000 um 00m 007 nun 0.07010 bu
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Trlad Grou - II: -
Fun-mm rum-qu Comwknn Era-54002 00005.00: 00.00.0000 00000♥50002 Fun♥M0700 00.00.5000: 00.00.0000
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P!" m 442mm £01000 .0 FRY {2.007.000 {150,407 {1004000 0000 000. PET 0272.000 2000.000 ammo 4☁24
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mam♥10000 nun-00002 00.00.4000: Cumuulnn 00.00.0000: rim♥0.002 00.00.1000: Cunt-mun nm.om72 Emu♥A00: "000.0000 000000000

REV Duncan 571050.000 011007.000 . 790 REV 03.032000 (7220.000 24.005000 .0 490 REV 1211500000 (452300.000 mammn in
PB" 443040.000 4002:0000 40.050000 L0 00m FBT 4000.000 (2073.000 4270.000 Lon 000. PET 430300.000 467000.000 {0500.000 L010 0047.
EPS .0040 40050 4000 L0 0010 EPS .5200 4.300 .0000 143-le EPS 454000 .57000 .570: Lushth

00.00.107.00 rum-mun nun♥mm 007004000 Fiddme 00.7.0000: cam-mun 00.00.5000: rum♥0003 00.00.3901 00.00.4000
REV 72575.00 04000.00 62% REV mmm 040200.372 oz: 000REV 2200.000 040027.000 222514000 450*
007 (4000.50 40470040 0 0070 007 44070.02: 5.002.040 Ln 0 0.004 007 «00.000 4540000 0257000 Ln 0 .0 0074
EP! .2000 .0 L00 0007: £98 01050 no Lunln 0.07: EPS 2.00: .1000 0 mm Fm☜

man-mm rim-04:00 00.00.4000: Cnmpmon rum♥0.002 500000000 000007000 00.00.0000: sum-002 040-004-4000 00.00.00"
REV 030000.000 comma E00004000 JR! REV mummo 203,000,000 .0 530 REV £200,000 (4.020.000 5.525.000 mm
PEI 4020.000 424007.000 {0.001.000 um 000. 001 2050.000 00.700000 «0:200 7207 4301.000 (400000 (mama Len 00in
EPE 0530 -000 .000 Mal-00m EPS 2400 1000 .smnERE mg. .0550 .0540 L000 0017.

00.070.10.02 Rum-00000000040000 00700-000 00.00.707.02 nun♥0.000 000.00.007.03 cam☜
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Not The companies "sled on pages 16-19 are those companies in our S/ITS index with vevenue of >E☁Zm. Also included In our index are: Atlantic globaL

Bsoh , Eanhport, Ffast l. Inheroede Group, Imemet Business Group. Knowledge Tachnalogy Solutions. Netoall. PC Medics GIDUp. Slilo Intematwnal.

Supamapa, System Integrated. Ultrasls Group. Wane! Group
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£62.67mj
£84.28m;
.2 1.2.0102
£6.97m3

£1 1 .20m.
21 .s1a.63mj

21 1 .10m?
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£749.00m

£24.00m.
£005.03m1
£13.27m1
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'A mavo
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42.11%
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70.59%

85.14%

114.89%
454.29%
36.86%
35.79%
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-1 52%

17.75%

. 39:39:99 .
1 .4496

18.46%
720.00%

29.31%

110.00%

46.00%

11.1 1%
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. .. 69.00%.
24.60%

-1 8.84%

(18.61%

☁1 1 .6856

2,111,113,539 . ., ..
1 21 52%

1 50.00%

85 .0579

444.49%

. 1.5254511... .. .
115.71%
44.12%

219.51%
7.14%

30.36%
51.30%
30.14%
41.51%
0.33%

139.13%
150.00%;
34.55%1
44.92%;
56.36%}
57.53%☁1
41.19%:

130.70%;
70.339115
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-£0.57m

21.38111
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{21.1 1m
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,
£5.39m

[0.1 1m

{1.40m

-E19.74m1

  

£35. 4m
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-E1.00m
-£2.30m
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mcva (Em)
m 2003

£5.54m
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£48.20m
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£96.74m
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£47.44m
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-£1.61m
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E1 1 .07m
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27.52111»

-£0.76m
£157.10m☁

£79.83m

-£4.87m

£1.31m1

£25.95!☜

£796.10m

Nate: Main SVSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index sat at 1000 on 15th April 1939. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an indax of 1000 based on the

issue prica. The SCS Index is not walgntsd: a change In the share price of the largest company has the same enact as a slmllar change 101' the smallest company.
Category Codes: GS = Computer Services SP = Software Product R = Reseiler A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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gFil lh☂ka itI 9093' Loss'! 1.93 1550 10.00% 100.00%. 21 .34m 27.291n
jFIar HoHiw! 41.01 1.20 1100 10.75% 7.55%, 24.13111 24.13m
.Psoemup 2741.00m Loss; 16.73 1341 4.42% 59.45% 2570.00111 259450111
10AM! Skillsamua) 23.95m Loss: 0.12 19 119.05%. -22.73% -21.05m -21.10111
1014mm 21950111 Loss; 0.75 391 14.12% 44.70% 22.40111 25.10111
Ranhamah'omal 29.34111 1.115s; 1.40 233 5.09% 400.00% 20.95111 27.07111
53011011515013 233.3911. 1.5551 1.30 172 10.07% 210.75% £3.59m 22550111
11491111311: 20.70111 Loss; 0.12 20 0.00% 55.57% 20.02111 -21.39111
☁RM 211332111: 170☁ 0.59 3755 593% 47.22% 21155111 23552111
33311111511111 1311111 215754111 59.51 2.94 2953 3.95% 113.17% 215.54m 293.12111
1511930101111 22.247.59111 21.4} 4.07 57590 303% 32.14% -270.41111 255309111
1502 7 24577111 7 Loss; 0,79%, 553 14.97%, 101.57% 25.97111 22057111
59111540311191 , 222.40m Loss» 5.00 395 19.70% 393.75% 23.70111 213.31m
☁SirimFmrcianasPolicymasbq 20.75 212.70m 11.5; 0.56 497 49.39% -32.27% 23.101n 23.50111
13501101111 20.15 215.70m Lossv 1.27 230 -1.54% 23.00% -20.30m 2453m
lsprinu Group 21.15 2170.95m Loss: 0.51 1233 0.43% 151.09% 20.75m 210950111
131210151. 25.00 234.12111 24.9i . 2.15 2575 5.45%, 144.21% -25.35111 249.92111
fswm Group 2031' 210.20m- Less 141 333 20.51% 55.00% -2250111 23.57m
1511101me11 .190) 27.51; 223010111 475} 4.93 3753 303% 79.75% 22010111 210420111
fSymvar 20.65% 2103.40m 10.3: 0.40 397 9.66% 11.97% -211.40m 21130111
☁ISysms Urion1was Fmecnm) 2102. 2105110111. 25.4} 1.42 705 457% 40.59% -25.00m 231 .20111
31.011111910011015☝ 20.13; 532731.. Loss; 1.93 302 4.17% 45.15% 21.03111 210.29111
☁Telec'nv 201141 22090111 Loss: 1.10 13 ~8.06% 330.45% -22.50m 22230111

.mneow £1413; 213.70111 Loss☁ 1.35 933 -1.74% 35.55% -20.10m 24.13111
, 11111116111141 25.64 230573111 17.0. 2.20 12033 12.45% 105.74%. 240.43m 2213.03m
1100151191111 305* 26.01m 12.0; 1.54 1085 7.40% 35.29% 20.42m 21 .59m
11°14'11th912. .Eko☁: , 210.50m~ 11.11 . 0.74☁ 7 7952 0.93% 1.00%. -Eo.10m £0.10m
11111940111119 20.55 29.30111 Loss? 0.52 515 -12.24% 35.71% -21.40m 22.72111
Emma"? 20.01 20.03111 Loss 0.07 13 53.57% 05.71% -22.03m {1.57m
{Triad Grow 20-59: 23.94m Loss: 0.32 437 7.27% 103.45% 20.51m 24.55111
Jriyalew. .. 7 7 _ .. ..§3~3.1. . 221055111. 151☁ I 2006☝ :10.54%_ V 33.49%. -225.04m_ 295.25m
gUI maNaMM E002; 23.37m ' 20.01 ' . 49 0.00% 100.00% -20.49111 21.44m
UMB'SSGN'O £0.26. 210.02m 12.2☁ 330.02 1133 29.17% 13.33% 24.40111 22.30111
V5☝ Gm"? 431-75? 232.40m☁ 29.3! 0.91 ' 1434 29.53% 194.12% 20.20m 221 .50m
Vlumuv 20.131 24.93111 Less 055 265 399% 414.52% -20.19m 20.35111
Waring 20.001 23.301111 L055☁ 033* 130 43.39% 55.71% -£0.61m 24.45111
Wealh M m armrlSaMra 20.10= 27.551113 24.9 059☁ 133 20.00% 1 25.00%? 21.25111 24.19111
Wonkplaue Syshms £0.12! 221 .20111☁1 1.1155 1.491 o 4.47% 113.54% 420.90m 211.27111
Xansa(WaSFJ.GDlD) £0.85} 2207.86m☂ 1.5551 0.63 2179 -7.35% 54.55% -221.14m 2105.10m
mom☜, 20.051 223.40111. Loss1 0.54. 553 -1.17% 131.51% 20.20111 213.59111
110m☜ an☜, 20.011 24.701115 1.11991 1.02 50 0.00% 55.57% 20.00111 22.00111

 Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE S/ITS Index sat a1 1000 on 1501 April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the

Issue price. The SCS Index is not weighted: a changs in the share price of the largest company has me same effect as a similar change 1011110 smallest company.

caksgory Codes: C5 = Computer Services SP = So ware Produm R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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nun♥mm..-

SIITS Index

Frs: IT (sea) Inau
bchMARK ton
FISE too
FTSEAIM

4676.37 _
505.61
1015.00
4475.50
535.41)

☜75.0!FISE Smullcap
The Ovum Hoivvay S/ITS Share Index

 

Closed 2003 Up a massive 72% on the year mmvrmmavmnai 40.36% «4.09% «717% 5.42% I 4153-1.
. F 15m as 357.an mam(although pretty much unchanged In the month F2: 1,. ☜:30 Lou☜ mm

mm 1.1mm meats «072m
Of December) at 4676☁ min telJInBZ wiser. 475575;

That means that it beat every other UK me☁m'm ☜91☁5"- ☁mm "m"
me tau-nu 0100M mas-I. 432.45%

benchmarkwe use; as the FI'SE1OOwa5 "onty" me 1.17.1195 mist «am «1 m
From mm 96 «07.057. 4135* mm 12.35% r271☜

up 13%. FI'SE Small Cap. up 36%, FTSE AIM me mum mess moss «a 97* my. 4127'!-
me mmas am 4252* «5.39% 4mm 15.7w- 4.00%

up 39%☜ FFSE IT SOS Index up 48% and the Plum IleInSQ mm 41m Mme 455.I7'A «22x vim-t.
From mmoo smss osm- 4116☁ 476157. 59.79% mm-

Techmark 100 up 56%☁ It even beat me IItJInDI 4415-1. ems must 1mm 41.90% 4125-1.
NASDAQ'S 50% rise_ As the Ovum Hotway 8/ Hum IsIJInm 4.54% «19% elm-A 4035* 495% 4.047.

me tJln on mm; mm 66.45% «was man. v35 95%
ITS Share Index is the only one which is

unweighted, that's a clear sign that the smaller

S/ITS stocks performed (or is the word
   
   
.37.!!9☂UHW555
its Agencies"
Resellers

   
          

  

  
recovered?) EVEN better than their larger Software Products um .sim ' max I .2on 622%

, Hoiwny Int-mi Index 316.7% 49.3% g 6.75% I 34.3% a 1%
cousuns. Hotway snrsmaax V 15.7% 49.2% 44.": ☁ .2.☜ 72.4% 0.4%  

Indeed the top echelons of the rankings

for 2003 are crowded with smaller companies and headed by CMS Webvlew which has seen its share price rise from

2p to 12p in the year as it has signed multiple contracts for its ProphetX trading system. If you take only companies with

market values of £100m+ (at end of year), then Gresham Computing☂s 444% rise tops the list.

Other bigger companies showing impressive rises in 2003 included Spring (up 151%), Innovation (up 139%),

Northgate (up 122%) and Royaiblue (upi 16%). Sage put on the most value ♥ increasing its market cap. by £563m

to £2.25b. They were followed by Computacenter (up E366m at £885m) and Torex (up £213m at £365m - and that's

before their merger with iSoft kicks in).
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I ORDER FORM
H OLWAYQOVUM
Continuous service incl. SYSTEMHOUSE & Hotnaws 俉6000+VAT
for an annual single user subscription. Call 01252 740908 for further details

FROM:

DELIVERY ADDRESS:

NEW UK FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR:
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR SOFTWARE AND SERVICES

I DSingla copy @ 22000

I UK PUBLIC SECTOR 2003:
I THE MARKET FOR SOFTWARE AND IT SERVICES

DSIngie copy 6 22000

THE OFFSHORE SERVICES REPORT 2003
I Elsrngie copy @ 22000

ITSA MARKET REPORT 2003
- DSIngle Copy @ 22000

NEW BPO: TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE UK MARKET

DSingIe User Licence a hard copy o 22000
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DCheque enclosed (Cheque payable to Ovum Lid.) uPlease invoice my company

Address: Ovum Halway, 2 George's Yard, Famham, Surrey. GU9 7LW Phone: 01252 740900 Fax: 01252 740919 email: malleovumhamaman
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SVSTEMHOUSEO iswbi'siea momhty byOMn HOMBYI 2. Sly Georgawad. Femham.5urr9y Gus 7LW.TeIephoneoIz§2 740900; Fax:01252740919;E-md: ma meMY-wm
whidl also pubishes the annual 'HoMay Hepon'. Ovum HoMayEMF/S☁s might had stoddn the companies matured.
o 2002 Ovum Limited. The iniormalion contained in this publication may not be reproduced without thewritten permission oi the publishers. Whist every care has 599" We" ☁9

ensure the accuracy at the Information contained in this document. the publishers cannot be maid mponsmie my any errors or any consequences Instant. vascntms ammm

to take MBandBnl advice beforetaking any action. SVS'I☂EMHOUSEO is a mgktared trademark 0i Ovum United.


